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BERGMAN COMPLEXES OF LATTICE PATH MATROIDS
EMANUELE DELUCCHI, MARTIN DLUGOSCH
Abstract. We give an explicit description of the poset of cells of Bergman
complexes of lattice path matroids and establish a criterion for its simpliciality,
in terms of the shape of the bounding paths.
1. Introduction
The term Bergman fan has come to denote the polyhedral fan given as the
logarithmic limit set of a complex algebraic subvariety V of Cn. Logarithmic limit
sets were first introduced by George M. Bergman in [2], and their fan structure
was described by Bieri and Groves [4]. Sturmfels [19] made the key observation
that, if V is defined by linear equations, its Bergman fan can be constructed from
the matroid associated to V . In this case, the Bergman fan is the tropicalization
of the complement variety of the hyperplane arrangement determined in V by the
intersection of the standard coordinate hyperplanes of Cn. This leads to the very
important role played by Bergman fans in tropical geometry (we point the interested
reader to the book [13] for more on this subject). As Sturmfels’ construction can
be carried out also for nonrepresentable matroids, we get a Bergman fan – indeed,
a tropical variety – associated to every matroid M . There is no loss of information
in considering, instead of the whole fan, just its intersection with the unit sphere:
the resulting spherical complex ΓM is called the Bergman complex of the given
matroid M (see Section 2.3 for the precise definitions). The homotopy type of the
complex ΓM coincides with that of the order complex of L pMq, the lattice of flats
of M (see Section 2.1). This has been established by Ardila and Klivans [1], who
proved that in fact the order complex of L pMq subdivides ΓM . This raises the
question of the polyhedral structure of ΓM . Here, progress was made by Feichtner
and Sturmfels [10], who proved that ΓM is subdivided by the nested set complex
of M , a much coarser (simplicial) complex than the order complex of L pMq. As
an additional improvement, the second author [9] described a decomposition of
the matroid types (see Section 2.2) associated to faces of the Bergman complex
into connected direct summands. Recently, Rinco´n [17] found and implemented an
algorithm to efficiently compute a certain simplicial subdivision of the nested set
complex, called cyclic Bergman complex.
From a combinatorial point of view, an open problem is to find an explicit
description of the face structure of the Bergman complex ΓM , improving on the
aforementioned results which describe simplicial complexes subdividing ΓM . A
more general question, of interest for computations as well as for the structure
theory, and which can’t be effectively answered in general either, is whether the
Bergman complex of a given matroid is itself simplicial. In this paper we address
both the characterization of simpliciality as well as the explicit face structure of
Bergman complexes for a special class of matroids.
Lattice path matroids were introduced by Bonin, de Mier and Noy [5] as a family
of transversal matroids whose bases can be characterized by means of the lattice
paths contained in the region of the plane bounded by two given lattice paths. This
class of matroids enjoys a host of nice enumerative and structural properties [7],
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and can be characterized among all matroids by a list of excluded minors [6, The-
orem 3.1]. Their rich structure theory allowed lattice path matroids to attract
attention both as a fertile setting for significative stepping stones toward general
results (e.g., Stanley’s M -vector conjecture [18] or the theory hyperplane splits of
matroid polytopes [8]) as well as by offering a convenient general framework for
the study of some subclasses of independent interest, such as generalized Cata-
lan matroids [7, Section 4]. In the context of the study of Grassmannians, where
generalized Catalan matroids are called Schubert matroids, lattice path matroids
correspond precisely to ‘Richardson matroids’, a special case of the positroids used
as indices of cells in Postnikov’s stratification of the totally nonnegative Grassman-
nian [16] (see e.g. [11, Introduction] for an overview of this subject) – for these
‘special cells’ the computation of the corresponding ‘Grassmann necklace’ is par-
ticularly tractable [14, Section 6].
In this paper we determine the polyhedral structure of the Bergman complex of
a given lattice path matroid and formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for
ΓM to be simplicial. In the geometric spirit of lattice path matroids, our charac-
terizations are in terms of the shape of the bounding paths.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, in Section 2 we review some basic
notions and we derive a description of faces and vertices of the Bergman complex
of a lattice path matroid in terms of ‘bays’ and ‘land necks’ of the bounding paths
(Lemma 2.6, see also Remark 8).
Section 3 contains our first main result, Theorem 3.1, where, in terms of bays
and land necks, we characterize simpliciality of faces of the Bergman complex and,
as a corollary, we characterize those lattice path matroids that have a simplicial
Bergman complex (Corollary 3.2).
In Section 4 we introduce a poset (again defined in terms of bays and (non-)land
necks, see Definition 4.2) which we prove to be isomorphic to the face poset of
the Bergman complex (Theorem 4.3). We close with an explicit expression for the
polyhedral structure of faces of the Bergman complex (Corollary 4.4).
Acknowledgments. We thank Anna de Mier for helpful discussions, and the anony-
mous referees for valuable suggestions leading to substantial improvement of the
paper. Emanuele Delucchi has been partially supported by the Swiss National
Science Foundation professorship grant PP00P2 150552/1.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Matroids. We sketch some of the basics of matroid theory, in order to provide
the basic definitions and to set some notation. For a thorough introduction to the
subject and as a standard reference we point to [15].
Definition 2.1. Let E denote a finite set,PpEq the set of its subsets. A nonempty
family B Ď PpEq is the set of bases of a matroid on the ground set E if, given
B1, B2 P B and e P B1zB2, there is f P B2zB1 such that pB1zteuq Y tfu P B. A
matroid can be given as the pair pE,Bq. Given a matroid M , we will denote by
BpMq its set of bases.
A loop of M is any e P E that is not contained in any B P BpMq. A coloop of
M is any e P E that is contained in every B P BpMq.
Remark 1. If M is a matroid on the ground set E, then all the elements of BpMq
have the same cardinality, which is called the rank of M . More generally, given a
subset A Ď E, define the rank of A to be
rkpAq :“ maxt|AXB| : B P BpMqu.
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Consider the families
BpMqrAs :“ tB XA : B P BpMq, |AXB| “ rkpAqu,
BpMq{A :“ tBzA : B P BpMq, |AXB| “ rkpAqu.
These satisfy Definition 2.1 and thus describe a matroid M rAs on the ground set
A and a matroid M{A on the ground set EzA, respectively. The matroid M rAs
is called the restriction of M to A, while M{A is the contraction of A in M . A
matroid that is obtained from M by a sequence of contractions and restrictions is
called a minor of M . Notice that for every A Ď E the rank of M rAs is rkpAq. In
particular, the rank of M is rkpEq.
Remark 2. Let M1 and M2 be matroids on disjoint ground sets E1, E2. Their
direct sum is the matroid M1 ‘M2 on the ground set E1 Y E2 with set of bases
BpM1 ‘M2q “ tB1 YB2 : B1 P BpM1q, B2 P BpM2qu.
A matroid M on the ground set E is connected if there is no nontrivial partition
E “ E1ZE2 with M “M rE1s‘M rE2s. Let E “ E1Z¨ ¨ ¨ZEc be a partition of E
such that M “M rE1s‘ . . .‘M rEcs and M rEjs is connected for every j “ 1, . . . , c.
Then the M rEjs are uniquely determined up to renumbering and are called the
connected components of M .
The closure of A is the union of all X Ď E such that X contains A and the ranks
of X and A coincide. We denote by L pMq the set of all closed sets, also called flats
of M . It is customary to endow L pMq with the partial order given by inclusion,
which makes it a geometric lattice, referred to as the lattice of flats of M .
If the rank of A Ď E equals its cardinality, we call A independent. Let M1 and
M2 be matroids on the ground set E. Then M2 is called a weak map image of M1
if there is a bijection ϕ : E Ñ E for which the preimage of every independent set
of M2 is an independent set of M1.
2.2. Matroid polytopes. Let M be a matroid of rank d on the ground set rns :“
t1, . . . , nu. For every B P BpMq we consider a vector vpBq P Rn defined by
vpBqi “ 1 if i P B, vpBqi “ 0 else. The matroid polytope of M is the convex hull
PM :“ convtvpBq : B P BpMqu.
This is a polytope of dimension n´ cpMq, where cpMq is the number of connected
components of M , contained in the hypersimplex ∆d “ convtdei : i “ 1, . . . , nu. It
can be readily seen that for two matroids M1,M2 we have PM1‘M2 “ PM1 ˆ PM2 .
Given a flat F P L pMq, define the halfspace
H`F :“ tx P Rn :
ÿ
iPF
xi ď rankpF qu
and let HF be the hyperplane bounding H
`
F . According to [10], we have
PM “ ∆d X
č
FPL pMq
H`F .
Let us consider the posetF pMq of faces (closed cells) of PM ordered by inclusion
(see [20, Definition 2.6]). Every f P F pMq is the matroid polytope of a matroid
Mf called “the matroid type” of the face f , with set of bases
BpMf q “ tB P BpMq : vpBq P V pfqu,
where V pfq denotes the set of vertices of f . Notice that a matroid type’s ground
set is always the full ground set E, while minors have strictly smaller ground sets.
In general, a matroid type is a direct sum of minors.
A maximal element f P F pMq (a facet of PM ) can be of one of two types:
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(i) f lies on the boundary of ∆d,
(ii) f meets the interior of ∆d.
Remark 3.
(i) If f is of type (i), then there is j such that xj “ 0 for all x P f . This
means that j is not contained in any basis of Mf , i.e., j is a loop of Mf .
Conversely, if j is a loop of Mf , then f is of type (i).
(ii) Following [10, Prop. 2.6], the facet f is of type (ii) if and only if f Ď HF
for an F P L pMq such that M{F and M rF s are both connected. Such
an F is called a flacet of the matroid M , and is uniquely determined by f .
We will write Ff for the flacet corresponding to the type-(ii) facet f . The
bases lying on this facet are the bases of the matroid M{Ff ‘M rFf s.
2.3. Bergman complexes. LetM be a connected matroid of rank d on the ground
set rns.
We consider the polar dual P_M of PM (see, e.g., [20, Definition 2.10]) and let
F_pMq denote its poset of faces. Duality determines canonical order-reversing
bijections F pMq _Ñ F_pMq _Ñ F pMq. In particular, every face α P F_pMq has
a matroid type Mα :“Mα_ .
Definition 2.2. The Bergman complex of M is the polyhedral subcomplex ΓM of
P_M with set of faces
ΓM :“ tα P F_pMq : Mα loopfreeu,
which we regard as a downwards closed subposet of F_pMq.
Remark 4. Bergman’s original definition of this space [3] is set theoretical, while the
polyhedral structure was first studied by Bieri and Groves [4]. Our definition follows
Feichtner and Sturmfels’ approach [10] and describes what Ardila and Klivans [1]
call coarse subdivision.
Remark 5. According to Remark 3, the vertices of the Bergman complex are exactly
the faces of the form f_ where f is a facet of type (ii).
Let γ1, . . . , γk be the vertices of a face α P ΓM . The face α_ of PM is the
intersection of its adjacent facets γ_1 , . . . , γ_k . Therefore
tvpBq : B P BpMαqu “ V pα_q “
kč
i“1
V pγ_i q “
kč
i“1
tvpBq : B P BpMγiqu,
and we can write
BpMαq “
kč
i“1
BpMγiq.
Remark 6. The face α P ΓM is simplicial if every proper subset of its vertices
determines a proper subface. Equivalently, α fails to be simplicial if and only if
BpMαq “
č
γPU
BpMγq
for a proper subset U Ĺ V pαq.
2.4. Lattice path matroids. Let p, q be lattice paths in the plane with common
starting point (say at the origin p0, 0q) and ending point (say at a point pm, rq).
We will assume that p never goes below q. We will write p and q as words
p “ p1 . . . pm`r q “ q1 . . . qm`r
where each letter is N or E, signaling a step North p0, 1q or East p1, 0q.
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By rp, qu we will denote the set of lattice paths from p0, 0q to pm, rq that never
go above p or below q.
For any s P rp, qu write s “ s1 . . . sm`r and define
Bpsq :“ ti : si “ Nu.
Lemma 2.3 ([5]). The set tBpsq : s P rp, quu is the set of bases of a matroid Mpp, qq
on the ground set rm` rs.
Definition 2.4. A lattice path matroid is any matroid of the form Mpp, qq for two
lattice paths p, q as above.
Remark 7 ([5, Theorem 3.6]). A lattice path matroid Mpp, qq is connected if and
only if the paths p and q never touch except at p0, 0q and pm, rq.
Assumption. Unless otherwise stated, in the following we will consider only con-
nected lattice path matroids.
In order to understand the faces of the Bergman complex of lattice path matroids,
we will often use the fact that contractions and deletions of lattice path matroids
are again lattice path matroids whose bounding paths can be constructed directly
from the bounding paths of the original matroid (see [7, Section 3.1])
2.5. Bergman complexes of lattice path matroids. Let M “ Mpp, qq be a
connected lattice path matroid. Given B P BpMq, here and in what follows we
will write ppBq for the corresponding lattice path. Let α be a face of the Bergman
complex of M . The corresponding path ppBq of a basis B P Mα is called path of
Mα or just Mα-path. A node of the matroid type Mα is any integer point of the
lattice that is visited by every path ppBq with B P BpMαq.
Definition 2.5 (Fundamental flats, bays, land necks). We will say that a lattice
point py1, y2q on the upper path p is a bay of p if py1`y2py1`y2`1 “ EN . Similarly,
a point pz1, z2q on q is a bay for q if qz1`z2qz1`z2`1 “ NE. Let Up, resp. Uq,
be the set of bays of p, resp. of q. The fundamental flats of M are sets of the
form t1, . . . , y1 ` y2u for an py1, y2q P Up or of the form tz1 ` z1 ` 1, . . . ,m ` ru
for pz1, z2q P Uq. We point the reader to [7, Section 5] for further detail on the
properties of these sets – here it is enough to recall that these are flats of the
matroid M .
We will say that i P rm`rs is a land neck of Mpp, qq if the endpoint of p1 . . . pi`1
lies one unit North of the endpoint of q1 . . . qi. The set of land necks is Spp, qq.
4
4
7
7
Figure 1. A lattice path matroid of rank 8 on the ground set
r16s. The black dots mark the p-bays, the black squares mark the
q-bays and the thick line shows that the singleton t4u is a land
neck (however, note that the singleton t7u is not).
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The following lemma identifies vertices of the Bergman complex of a lattice path
matroid.
Lemma 2.6. The flacets (vertices of the Bergman complex) of a connected lattice
path matroid Mpp, qq are
(a) the fundamental flats,
(b) the singletons tiu Ď rm` rszSpp, qq.
Proof. According to Remark 5 and Remark 3, we need to identify the connected
flats of Mpp, qq whose contraction is also connected. To this end, recall that con-
tractions and deletions of lattice path matroids are again lattice path matroids.
More precisely, e.g. following [7, Section 3], for every tiu P rm` rs a representation
of the contraction of tiu in Mpp, qq is obtained as follows. If i is not a loop nor a
coloop, remove the last North step of p before or at pi as well as the first North
step of q after or at qi. If i is a loop (resp. a coloop), then remove the common
East (resp. North) step at pi “ qi. With this we can already see that part (b)
of the claim identifies exactly the one-element connected flats whose contraction is
connected (see Figure 1 for an illustration of this definition).
By Theorem 5.7 of [7], the nontrivial connected flats of Mpp, qq are
(1) the fundamental flats and
(2) the flats of the form Fy XGz, where Fy (resp. Gzq is the fundamental flat
corresponding to some y “ py1, y2q P Up (resp. some z “ pz1, z2q P Uq), and
for which y1 ą z1 (see e.g. Figure 3).
Moreover, in this case we have rkpFy XGzq “ y2 ´ z2.
We are thus left with showing that contractions of fundamental flats are connected,
while contractions of the flats described in (2) are not.
First, consider a fundamental flat, say Fy for some y “ py1, y2q P Up. By Remark
1, the bases of the contraction to Fy are of the form BzFy where B is a basis of M
whose intersection with Fy has maximal rank, i.e., |BXt1, . . . , y1`y2u| “ y2. These
are the bases represented by paths which reach height y2 in the first y1 ` y2 steps.
It is easy to see that such paths are exactly those passing through y. We conclude
that a lattice path representation for Mpp, qq{Fy consists of all lattice paths starting
at y and contained in rp, qu. With Remark 7 we see that the bounding paths of
this representation never meet except at y and pm, rq (since Mpp, qq is connected
and y is a p-bay), implying connectedness of the contraction. See Figure 2 for an
illustration of this situation. The case of fundamental flats corresponding to q-bays
is treated analogously.
Now we turn to the connected flats of type p2q, and we will prove that their con-
traction cannot be connected. In fact, let Fy and Gz as in (2) and write y “ py1, y2q,
z “ pz1, z2q. By the same argument as above we see that bases of Mpp, qq{pFyXGzq
correspond to paths with y2 ´ z2 North steps between tz1 ` z2 ` 1, . . . , y1 ` y2u,
which are exactly the paths passing through both y and z. Thus, bases of the
contraction correspond to concatenations of any path in rp, qu ending in z with any
path in rp, qu beginning at y (Figure 3 illustrates this situation). With Remark 2
we see that Mpp, qq{pFy XGzq is not connected. 
Through Lemma 2.6 we obtain the following geometric interpretation of Remarks
3 and 5.
Remark 8 (Faces of the Bergman complex in terms of the lattice paths). Let F be
a flacet of M “ Mpp, qq corresponding to a facet f of the matroid polytope PM
and consider B P BpMq. Then B P BpMf q if and only if one of the following holds
(a) F is a fundamental flat and ppBq goes through the corresponding bay,
(b) F “ tiu and ppBqi “ N .
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y
Figure 2. Illustration for the proof Lemma 2.6. Left-hand side:
a fundamental flat Fy “ t1, . . . , y1 ` y2u corresponding to a p-bay
z “ py1, y2q. Right-hand side: its contraction M{Fy.
z
y
Figure 3. Illustration for the proof Lemma 2.6. Left-hand side: a
proper, non-trivial, connected flat FyX Gz “ tz1`z2`1, . . . , y1`
y2u of type (2). Right-hand side: its contraction M{pFy X Gzq.
We will then say that the path ppBq satisfies the constraint imposed by F . In both
cases we can describe the matroid type corresponding to a single vertex Ff of the
Bergman complex by
Mf “M{Ff ‘M rFf s.
More generally, using this language of ‘paths’ and ‘constraints’ we can say that
faces of the Bergman complex correspond to (the matroid type defined by paths
satisfying the constraints given by) collections of fundamental flats and non-land-
necks. Conversely, any such collection corresponds to a face of the Bergman complex
provided that the paths satisfying its constraints determine a loopfree matroid.
With Remark 6 we can also say that a face of the Bergman complex of a lattice
path matroid is simplicial if and only if none of the contraints associated to it is
redundant (i.e., by removing any of those we obtain a strictly smaller face).
Example 2.7. On the left of Figure 4 we have marked some of the flacets of the
lattice path matroid of Figure 1. The associated fundamental flats correspond to
the p-bays p3, 3q, p4, 6q and the q-bay p2, 1q. The paths that pass through these
three points and go North at their 8th step define the bases of a matroid M 1, of
which we give a lattice path representation on the right hand side (we remark that
in order to get such a presentation of the matroid type, one has to change the initial
order of the ground set). We see that M 1 is loopfree, thus it is the matroid type
of a face f of the Bergman complex, and that t8u is the only singleton which is a
vertex of f . On the other hand, the p-bay p3, 3q and the q-bay p4, 3q do not define
a face of the Bergman complex, since every path that goes through both will go
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8
8
(3, 3)
(4, 6)
(2, 1)
8
7
9
Figure 4. Some flacets and a lattice representation of the matroid
type Mf , wheref
_ has those flacets as vertices.
East on the 7th step, thus t7u will be a loop of the corresponding matroid type.
Analogously, the p-bay p3, 3q and the two singletons t5u, t6u do not define a face of
the Bergman complex because every path that goes through p3, 3q and goes North
at the 5th and 6th step must go East (along q) on the 4th step, thus t4u will be a
loop of the corresponding matroid type.
3. A simpliciality criterion
The goal of this section is to give a complete characterization of which lattice path
matroids possess a simplicial Bergman complex. After the discussions of Section 2,
it is clear that it will be enough to consider connected (and in particular loopfree)
matroids.
Theorem 3.1. Let α be a face of the Bergman complex of a connected lattice path
matroid Mpp, qq. Then α is simplicial unless the flacets corresponding to its vertices
include
(1) a fundamental flat F corresponding to a bay px, zq of p and
(2) a fundamental flat G corresponding to a bay px, yq of q
with z ´ y ą 1.
Proof. Let the vertices of α include F and G as in (1) and (2) above. Then, for all
B P BpMαq, the lattice path ppBq passes through px, yq and px, zq. So it satisfies
ppBqj “ N for j “ x` y` 1, . . . , x` z. We conclude that if F and G correspond to
vertices of V pαq then all flacets in tx`y`1u, . . . , tx` zu are forced by F and G to
be vertices in V pαq. More precisely, with U :“ V pαqzttx` y` 1u, . . . , tx` zuu, we
have BpMαq “ ŞγPU BpMγq. Since z ´ y ą 1, U is a proper subset of V pαq and,
in view of Remark 6, we conclude that α is not simplicial.
For the reverse implication, suppose α is not simplicial. Again by Remark 6
there is γ0 P V pαq such that
(1) BpMαq “
č
γPUztγ0u
BpMγq.
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: Fγ0 is a fundamental flat. Without loss of generality Fγ0 corresponds to a
p-bay px, zq. In terms of Remark 8, Equation (1) means that every path satisfying
the constraints of V pαqztγ0u passes through px, zq. In particular px, zq is a node
of Mα. There may of course be other nodes south of px, zq: in fact, the next
claim proves that the southernmost node on the vertical of px, yq lies on the lower
bounding path q.
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Claim 1: Let u be minimal such that px, uq is a node of Mα. Then px, uq lies
on q.
Proof of Claim 1. First remark that any element of tpx, uq, . . . , px, zqu is in-
deed a node of Mα Fix any path representing a basis of Mα, say
s “ s1 . . . sx`u´1N . . .NEsk . . . sr`m,
where k ą x` z ` 1. Now consider the path
s1 “ s1 . . . sx`u´1EN . . .Nsk . . . sr`m.
If s1 “ ppBq for a basis B P BpMq, then it would satisfy the constraints
given by Fγ for γ P V pαqzγ0, since it passes all the same bays as s, and
the only step where s goes north but s1 doesn’t is at tx` uu, which is not
a vertex of Mα by choice of u (otherwise px, u´ 1q would also be a node).
However, s1 does not satisfy the constraint given by Fγ0 since it does not
pass through the p-bay px, zq. Thus, the basis B with s1 “ ppBq would be
an element in the right hand side but not in the left hand side of Equation
(1): a contradiction.
We conclude that s1 R rp, qu, implying that the point px` 1, u´ 1q is not
a lattice point between q and p, i.e., px, uq lies on q. ˝
Claim 1 shows in particular that there is a node px, uq of Mα which lies on q. If
there is no q-bay of the form px, yq, all paths of Mα go east in the px`uq-th step (the
step before reaching px, uq). But this is a contradiction to Mα being loopless. So
there has to be a q-bay px, yq which is also a node of Mα. Now, since M is connected,
y ă z; moreover, in order for all paths satisfying the constraints of V pαqztγ0u to pass
through px, zq, V pαq must contain all singletons tx` yu, . . . , tx` zu. In particular,
none of these is a land neck, thus z ´ y ą 1, q.e.d.
Case 2: Fγ0 is a singleton ti1u. Then every path s of Mα has si1 “ N , and we start
by proving that if every path of Mα must go north at step i
1, then they all do so
at a node.
Claim 2: Mα has a node px1, x2q with x1 ` x2 “ i1.
Proof of Claim 2. To see this, consider two paths s, s1 ofMα such that s1 . . . si1
ends at py1, y2q and s11 . . . s1i1 ends at py11, y12q with y12 ě y2. We want to prove
that y12 “ y2.
By way of contradiction suppose y12 ´ y2 ą 0 and let pa1, a2q, pb1, b2q
with a1 ` a2 ă i1 ă b1 ` b2 be on both s, s1 and such that the path
sa1`a2`1 . . . sb1`b2 is always below s1a1`a2`1 . . . s
1
b1`b2 . In particular, s
1
a1`a2`1 “
N , s1b1`b2 “ E and there are no nodes of Mα between pa1, a2q and pb1, b2q.
The path
s11 . . . s1a1`a2Nsa1`a2`2 . . . sb1`b2´1Esb1`b2`1 . . . sr`m
is thus a path of Mα that after i
1 steps ends at a point py21 , y22q with y22 “
y2 ` 1.
By repeating this operation we can assume without loss of generality that
y12 ´ y2 “ 1. Now in this case, since the ith step of s1 is N , the path
s11 . . . s1i1´1Esi1`1 . . . sr`m
represents an element of the right-hand side but not on the left-hand side
of (1): a contradiction. ˝
Thus we see that all paths corresponding to bases of Mα must pass through a
common node, of the form px, i1´xq, for some x. Since Fγ0 “ ti1u, before this node
all paths must go North. Thus, both px, i1´ x´ 1q and px, i1´ xq are nodes of Mα.
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Since ti1u is not a land neck, we know that the points px, zq and px, yq where the
vertical line through px, i1 ´ xq meets p resp. q must lie more than one unit apart,
i.e., z ´ y ą 1.
To prove the theorem it now suffices to prove the following claim.
Claim 3: There is a p-bay px, zq north and a q-bay px, yq south of px, i1 ´ xq,
and both the flacets corresponding to px, yq and px, zq are vertices of α.
Proof of Claim 3. Let px, uq be the lowest node of Mα south of px, i1´x´ 1q.
Then there is a path s of Mα with sx`u “ E. Similarly let v be maximal
such that px, vq is a node of Mα and let t be a path of Mα with tx`v`1 “ E.
Consider the paths
s1 :“ s1 . . . sx`u´1N . . .NEsi1`1 . . . sr`m,
t1 :“ t1 . . . ti1´1EN . . .Ntx`v`2 . . . tr`m.
px, uq
px, i1 ´ xqpx´ 1, i1 ´ xq
px, vq
px, i1 ´ x´ 1q
ss1
px, vq
px, uq
px` 1, i1 ´ x´ 1q
t1t
px, i1 ´ x´ 1q
px, i1 ´ xq
Figure 5. The paths s, t, s1 and s in the proof of Claim 3.
Neither s1 nor t1 can be a path of Mα, because they violate the constraint
of Fγ0 by s
1
i1 “ t1i1 “ E. Therefore, in order for Equation (1) to hold, for
each of the paths s1 and t1 either
(i) it is not an element of rp, qu at all, or
(ii) it must violate the constraint given by some Fγ with γ P V pαqztγ0u.
Notice that in the second case, since the only step where s1 goes east but
s does not is i1, the vertex γ can not correspond to a singleton, and thus it
must correspond to a bay. In our particular setup we obtain the following
case analysis.
For s1 not to be a path of Mα one of the following must occur:
(si) the point px, i1´x´1q lies on p (since s1 passes through px´1, i1´xq),
or
(sii) there is γ P V pαq such that Fγ corresponds to a q-bay px, yq between
px, i1 ´ x´ 1q and px, uq.
Similarly, for t1 not to be a path of Mα, either
(ti) the point px, i1´xq lies on q (since t1 passes through px`1, i1´x´1q),
or
(tii) there is γ P V pαq such that Fγ corresponds to a p-bay px, zq between
px, i1 ´ xq and px, vq.
Now, if both (si) and (ti) were true, Mpp, qq would not be connected, con-
tradicting the hypothesis; on the other hand, (si) and (tii) together imply
that there is a point on p south of a p-bay, and similarly from (ti) and (sii)
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follows the existence of a point on q that is north of a q-bay. We conclude
that both (sii) and (tii) must hold, proving the claim. ˝

Corollary 3.2. The Bergman complex of a connected lattice path matroid Mpp, qq
is simplicial if and only if every pair of vertically aligned bays determines a land
neck (i.e., if px1, x2q P Up and px1, x12q P Uq, then x2 ´ x12 “ 1).
Example 3.3. Consider the lattice path matroid given in Figure 6. The face α whose
vertices correspond to the bays p4, 3q, p4, 6q and the singletons 8, 9, 10 in Figure 6
is a minimal non-simplicial face.
8
8
9
9
10
10
(4,3)
(4,6)
8
9
10
Figure 6. Illustration of flacets of the Bergman complex that
define a non-simplicial face as well as a lattice path representation
of the matroid type of this face.
4. Combinatorial structure
4.1. The poset of faces. Let M “ Mpp, qq be a lattice path matroid with set of
bays U and set of land necks Spp, qq. Define a partial order on U by setting
px1, x2q ă py1, y2q if and only if x1 ď y1 and x2 ă y2.
We will denote with ∆pUq the set of chains (i.e., totally ordered subsets) of U ,
ordered by inclusion. Every chain
ω :“ tpa1, b1q ă pa2, b2q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u
of U defines a partition
pipωq “ pi1pωq Z . . .Z pi|ω|`1pωq
of the set rm ` rs with j-th block pijpωq :“ taj´1 ` bj´1 ` 1, . . . , aj ` bju for
j “ 1, . . . , |ω| ` 1, where we set pa0, b0q “ p0, 0q and pa|ω|`1, b|ω|`1q “ pm, rq.
Definition 4.1. The chain ω defines a matroid
Mpωq “M1pωq ‘ . . .‘M|ω|`1pωq
where Mjpωq is the lattice path matroid represented by the lattice paths from
paj´1, bj´1q to paj , bjq lying between p and q.
Remark 9. The matroid Mpωq is a weak map image of M . Also, notice that for
ω P ∆pUq every Mjpωq is loopfree.
Let the set I :“Pprm` rszSpp, qqq be partially ordered by inclusion.
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ω “ tp2, 2q ă p5, 5qu ω “ tp2, 2q ă p4, 3q ă p4, 6qu
Figure 7. The direct summands for Mpωq are the lattice path
matroids that appear in the shaded regions.
Definition 4.2. Given a lattice path matroid M recall the above notations and
define Qpp, qq as the subposet of the product poset ∆pUq ˆ I defined by:$’’&’’%pω, Jq P ∆pUq ˆ I
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ For 2 ď i ď |ω| :piipωq X J “ piipωq if ai “ ai´1, bi ´ bi´1 ą 1;
piipωq X J “ H if ai “ ai´1, bi ´ bi´1 “ 1;
piipωq X J is an independent flat of Mipωq otherwise
,//.//- .
Theorem 4.3. For any connected lattice path matroid M “ Mpp, qq the posets
ΓMpp,qq and Qpp, qq are isomorphic.
Proof. Recall that vertices of ΓM are the set of bays and non-land necks singletons.
Faces of ΓM are cells of P
_
M , and thus uniquely determined by their vertices.
We consider a face α of the Bergman complex of M and recall that, with Lemma
2.6, its set V pαq of vertices consists of two types of elements: bays (identifying
vertices corresponding to fundamental flats) and singletons. Accordingly, we have
a partition V pαq “ V pαq X U Z V pαq X I. We first show that the pair pV pαq X
U, V pαq X Iq is contained in Qpp, qq.
(a) V pαq X U P ∆pUq.
To prove this, consider two points pa, bq, pc, dq P V pαq X U such that a ď c
and b ě d. Every lattice path ppBq for B P Mα must pass through both
points, therefore a ď c implies b ď d, so b “ d. Now we have ppBqj “ E
for all B P BpMαq and every j P ta` b` 1, . . . , c` bu — but since Mα by
definition must be loopless, there can’t be any such j, thus a “ c and we
are done.
Write ω “ pa1, b1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pak, bkq for the chain V pαq X U , write J :“ V pαq X I
and let i P rks.
(b) If ai´1 “ ai, then either bi ´ bi´1 “ 1 i.e. the two bays define a land neck
and piipωq “ tai ` biu Ď Srp, qs and so H “ piipωq X I Ě piipωq X J , as
required. Otherwise, we are in the non-simplicial situation of the proof of
Theorem 3.1, and every element of piipωq “ tai´1` bi´1` 1, . . . , ai` biu is,
as a singleton flacet, a vertex of α. Therefore, piipωq X J “ piipωq.
(c) If ai´1 ă ai, then piipωq X J is an independent flat of M .
Namely, in this case, thinking of paths satisfying constraints (according,
e.g., to Remark 8), the set of lattice paths tppBqai´1`bi´1`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ppBqai`bi :
B P BpMαqu is the set of bases of a matroid M 1i isomorphic to
Mipωq{pJ X piipωqq ‘MipωqrJ X piipωqs.
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Now, piipωq X J is independent because every basis of Mα contains J
(the paths representing these bases must satisfy the constraints in J , i.e.,
go north at every element of J). The loop-freeness of Mα gives the loop-
freeness of M 1i (which is a direct summand in the decomposition of Mα).
In particular we see that Mipωq{pJ X piipωqq is loopfree. Then, J X piipωq is
a flat of Mipωq (e.g., by [15, Exercise 3.1.8]).
In view of (a), (b), (c) above, the following function is well defined and clearly
order-preserving.
ψ : ΓM Ñ Qpp, qq; V ÞÑ pV X U, V X Iq
Moreover, it admits an order-preserving inverse given by
Qpp, qq Ñ ΓM ; pω, Jq ÞÑ ω Y J,
is easily seen to be well-defined, as it sends pω, Jq to the vertex set of the face α
with
Mα “
à
ai´1‰ai
Mipωq{pJ X piipωqq ‘MipωqrJ X piipωqs ‘
à
ai´1“ai
Mipωq
which is loopfree because all its direct summands are. 
4.2. Polyhedral structure of faces. As a face of P_, every face of ΓM is the
convex hull of its vertices. We would like to characterize such polyhedra.
Recall Definition 2.5 and, for a subset X Ď U Y prm ` rszSpp, qqq, let γpXq
denote the set of vertices v of P_ for which Fv P X either is an element of XzU or
corresponds to a bay in X X U .
Given a set of points A in general position let ∆A “ convpAq denote the simplex
on the vertex set A. Moreover, let ♦A be the polytope obtained as the suspension
of ∆A, see [12, Section 2.2] for a formal definition of suspensions.
Remark 10. Recall that the poset of faces of the join P ˚Q of two polytopes P and
Q is obtained from the face posets xF pP q and xF pQq (these are the face posets of
P and Q, each with an added unique smallest element 0P resp. 0Q) by
xF pP ˚Qq » xF pP q ˆ xF pQq.
Corollary 4.4. The face of ΓM corresponding to pω, Jq is a join
P pω, Jq :“ ∆γpAq˚
ˆ
˚
i: ai´1ăai
∆γpJXpiipωqq
˙
˚
¨˚
˝ ˚
i: ai´1“ai,
bi´bi´1ą1
♦γppiipωqq
‹˛‚
where A :“ tpai, biq P ω : ai´1 “ ai ñ |bi´1 ´ bi| “ 0u is the set of all bays in ω
that either form a land neck with some other bay of ω or are not vertically aligned
with any other bay of ω at all.
Remark 11. Notice that if there are no two vertically aligned bays pai´1, bi´1q, pai, biq
that do not form a land neck(ai´1 “ ai, bi´bi´1 ą 1), then every term of the above
join is a simplex, and thus P pω, Jq is a simplex, in agreement with the condition
found in Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Since the vertex set of P pω, Jq is precisely γpω Y Jq, it is enough to prove
isomorphism of face posets.
Given a set X and distinct elements y1, y2 R X, write BX for the poset of all
subsets of X, CX,y1,y2 for the poset of all subsets Y Ď X Y ty1, y2u such that
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ty1, y2u Ď Y if and only if X Ď Y . Then BX » xF p∆Xq and CX,y1,y2 » xF p♦Xq
and the face poset of P pω, Jq is isomorphic to
BA ˆ
ź
ai´1ăai
BJXpiipωq ˆ
ź
i: ai´1“ai,
bi´bi´1ą1
Cpiipωq,pai´1,bi´1q,pai,biq.
Now to prove that the map
Qpp, qqďpω,Jq Ñ F pP pω, Jqq,
pω1, J 1q ÞÑ pω1 XA, J 1 X piipωq, . . .looooooomooooooon
ai´1ăai
, ptpai´1, bi´1q, pai, biqu X ω1q Y pJ 1 X piipωqq, . . .looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
ai´1“ai,bi´bi´1ą1
q
is a poset isomorphism amounts to a routine check in view of Theorem 3.1 and
of the fact that, for every pω, Jq P Qpp, qq, we get that pω, J 1q is in Qpp, qq for
all J 1 Ď J . Here, loop-freeness of the quotients Mipωq{pJ 1 X piipωqq is implied
by loop-freeness of Mipωq{pJ X piipωqq since subsets of independent flats are again
independent flats. 
Example 4.5. Consider the lattice path matroid given in Figure 6 on page 11. The
face α whose vertices correspond to the bays p4, 3q, p4, 6q and the singletons 8, 9, 10
in Figure 6 is a triangular bipyramid obtained by suspending a 2-simplex (whose
vertices correspond to the singletons 8, 9, 10) between two additional vertices (cor-
responding to the bays p4, 3q and p4, 6q).
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